Abstract. We investigate the polarities of G. Higman's symmetric 2-(176, 50, 14) de.,1gn and find that there are two of them (up to conjugacy), one having 80 and the other 176 absolute points. From ahe latter we can derive a strongly regular graph with parameters (v. k, A,µ)= (176, 4<l, 12, 14). Its group of automorphisms is Sym(8) with orbits of size 8 and 168 on the vertices. It doe; no! carry a p:i!rlial geometry or a delta space, and is not the result of merging d = l and d = 2 in a distance regular graph with diameter 3 and girth 6 on 176 vertices.
Introduction
It is well-known that given a symmetric 2-(V, K, J.) design with a polarity, we can find a strongly regular graph with parameters (v, k, A,µ)= ( \/, K, :i, .1) if the polarity has no absolute points, and one with parameters ( V, K -1, A -2, 11) if all points are absolute. (In the first case take the symmetric incidence matrix of the design as adjacency matrix of the graph; in the second case first delete the diagonal.)
In [4] G. Higman constructs a symmetric 2-(176,50, 14) design with the Higman-Sims group as group of automorphisms, and indicates a polarity. Using the description given in Sims [ 6} it is trivial to check that the polarity has only absolute points (but note that Sims's statement about the orbit lengths is inaccurate) so that we get a (176, 49, 12, 14) graph.
Computing the multiplicities of the eigenvalues shows that no (176,50, 14, 14) graph can exist, i.e., any polarity of the design must have absolute points. In fact, AMS (1980) subject classification: Primary 05C25, 20B25, 20008. August 26, 1982. the number of nonabsolute points is divisible by 12, so that the number of absolute points is congruent 8 (mod 12). Below we study this graph in some more detail. Looking at the possible polarities of the symmetric design we find that up to conjugation there is only one other polarity -one with 80 absolute points. Consequently our graph is the only one that can be derived in this way from the symmetric design.
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G. Higman's symmetric design
C. C. Sims [6] gives the following description of a symmetric 2-(176,50, 14) design: There are six ways to make a set of six elements into a projective line, or, equivalently there are six transitive representations of PGL(2, 5) on six given points. Now fix a set B of eight elements and let C be the set of 168 = 6 · (D groups PGL(2, 5) acting on B with orbits of sizes 1, l, 6. Both the points and the blocks of the design will be indexed by B U C. If x E B U C then let x denote a point of the design and Lx a block of the design; '7T' : x 1-+ Lx will be a polarity of the design. Incidences are defined as follows:
for H E C : Ltt = { b E B I H fixes b} U {GE C I H has less than 60 conjugates under Nsym<8J(G)}.
Since the 168 elements of C fall into orbits of sizes 1+5 + (6 + 6) + 30 + (30 + 30) + 60 under conjugation with elements of G (where the bracketed orbits fuse under N(G)) we see that JLbJ=8+42=50 and JLttl=2+1+5+12+30=50, so that blocks have size 50. It is an easy (but somewhat tedious) exercise to check that A = 14. [It might be useful to notice that the orbits can be described as follows: * 
Polarities of the design
From the character table (see Frame [2] ) we see that there are two conjugacy classes of involutions in (Aut HS) \ HS. One is the above polarity with 176 absolute points; we want to find the number of absolute points under the other polarity. To do this, consider the permutation representation of Aut HS on the unordered flags, and compute the corresponding character X· For the classes of involutions c; and C;o (in Frame's notation) we find x(C;) = 176 and x(C;o) = 80 so that the other polarity has only 80 absolute points and cannot be used to construct a strongly regular graph. [As follows: first identify the elements of Sym (7), the stabilizer of a flag in HS, among the conjugacy classes of HS. In fact we can identify the elements of Sym (8) on the classes of (AutHS)\HS. Here the bar above a character denotes the associate character (i.e., the negative of the column given by Frame). The computations were checked by explicit computation of x on the classes of Sym(8).J
We can describe the polarities explicitly in several ways. A. In Sims' representation, the elements 1 8 and 1 6 2 of Sym (8) give a polarity • with 176 absolute points, while 142 2 and1 2 2 3 give polarities with 80 absolute points.
B. Margaret Smith [7] has given a beautiful description of the symmetric design, as follows: Let u, v be two fixed points of the Steiner system S (5, 8, 24 ) . Let the points of the design be the blocks of the Steiner system containing u but not v. Let the blocks of the design be the blocks of the Steiner system containing v but not (ii) if r; denotes the ith row (1;:;2i;:;24) and f4={O,1, w, w} and C is the linear [6, 3, 4] code over f4 generated by the rows of the matrix
It is almost trivial to verify that these matrices form a linear [24, 12, 8} code over = (1, 6) ), then u defines a polarity of the design. The involutions with 8 fixed points (such as: interchange the last two rows and the last two columns) have 176 absolute points, and those without fixed points (such as: interchange lst and 2nd, 3rd and 4th, 5th and 6th column, and 2nd and 3rd row) have 80 absolute points.
The structure of the graph r
Let I' be the (176, 49, 12, 14) strongly regular graph constructed above. By choosing one fixed polarity we destroyed much of the symmetry in the design -the graph I' is a rather ugly-looking animal. As we saw above, its group is Sym(8) and has orbits of sizes 8 and 168 on the vertices. Since the graph has the right parameters for the point graph of a partial geometry pg(8, 7, 2), we investigate its structure somewhat more closely. Let a line be an 8-clique.
Each point b E B is in 8 lines, forming the 'comb' configuration in I'b:
In fact, I'b can be obtained from the Hoffman-Singleton graph by deleting a vertex x0, making its set of neighbours {x1, · · ·, X1} into a 7-clique, and then making the set of neighbours of xi together with xi itself into a 7-clique for 1 :5 i :5 7. Each point c E C is in 6 lines, forming a comb with two teeth missing: exists. The 'distance 3' graph has the parameters of f, and so one might hope to obtain such a distance regular graph by choosing 7 of the 49 edges incident with each vertex of I'. However, this is not possible: in such a graph the 'stars' would be 8-cliques of r, and the 8 stars on a fixed point would always form the picture of rb, never that of I',. above.
